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Abstract. With respect to space-time tensor-product wavelet bases, parabolic initial boundary value problems are equivalently formulated as bi-infinite matrix problems. Adaptive wavelet methods are shown to yield sequences of approximate solutions which converge at the optimal rate. In case the spatial domain is of product type, the use of spatial tensor product wavelet bases is proved to overcome the so-called curse of dimensionality, i.e., the reduction of the convergence rate with increasing spatial dimension.

1. Introduction

Let $V,H$ be separable Hilbert spaces such that $V \hookrightarrow H$ with dense embedding. Identifying $H$ with its (anti-)dual, we obtain the Gelfand triple $V \hookrightarrow \hookrightarrow H \hookrightarrow \hookrightarrow V'$. We use the notation $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_H$ both to denote the scalar product on $H \times H$ and its unique extension by continuity to the duality pairing on $V' \times V$.

For $t \in I$ a.e., let $A(t) \in L(V,V')$ be defined by

\[ \langle A(t)\eta, \zeta \rangle_H = a(t; \eta, \zeta), \]

where $a(t; \eta, \zeta)$ satisfies for any $\eta, \zeta \in V$

\begin{align*}
|a(t; \eta, \zeta)| & \leq M_a \| \eta \|_V \| \zeta \|_V \quad (\text{boundedness}), \\
\Re a(t; \eta, \eta) + & \lambda \| \eta \|_H^2 \geq \alpha \| \eta \|_V^2 \quad (\text{coercivity}).
\end{align*}

For $t \in I$ a.e., let $A(t) \in L(V,V')$ be defined by

\[ \langle A(t)\eta, \zeta \rangle_H = a(t; \eta, \zeta). \]

Given $g \in L_2(I; V')$ and $h \in H$, we are interested in solving the parabolic problem

\[ \frac{d}{dt}(t) + A(t)u(t) = g(t) \quad \text{in} \ V', \quad u(0) = h \text{ in} \ H. \]

We think of $A(t)$ as a linear, scalar differential or integrodifferential operator of order $2m > 0$ on a bounded domain $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ in variational form (systems of equations will not impose any difficulties apart from a more involved notation). Then, $H = L_2(\Omega)$ and $V = H^m(\Omega)$ or a closed subspace incorporating homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.

A classical approach to the numerical solution of (1.3) is the method of lines which reduces (1.3) by spatial semidiscretization in $\Omega$ with $N$ degrees of freedom to a system of $N$ coupled ordinary differential equations to be solved numerically
in \((0, T)\) (see, e.g., [Tho06]). Conversely, in Rothe’s method (see e.g. [Lan01]) \((1.3)\) is reduced by time semidiscretization to a sequence of coupled spatial, elliptic problems to be solved. Both of these approaches, and the more recently proposed discontinuous Galerkin method (see, e.g., [EJT85]), are essentially time marching methods. Many results are known about efficient and reliable a posteriori error estimators (e.g. [EJ95, Ver96]), which are the basis of any adaptive solution method. Examples of such methods can be found in [EJ91, Pic98, CF04, Raa07].

The ultimate aim of adaptive methods is to achieve an approximate solution with error below a prescribed tolerance at the expense of, up to an absolute multiple, the minimal amount of computer time and storage. Due to the character of time stepping this seems hard to realize and, unlike for elliptic problems, so far no optimality results are known to us.

In this work we follow an alternative approach. We give a space-time variational formulation of the parabolic problem \((1.3)\) and prove that it defines a boundedly invertible linear operator between \(X\) and \(Y'\), with \(X\) and \(Y\) being (intersections of) tensor products of certain temporal and spatial Hilbert spaces. By equipping these spaces with wavelet bases and taking tensor products of these, the parabolic problem is reformulated as a well-posed bi-infinite matrix vector problem on the sequence space \(\ell_2\). We solve this problem using an adaptive wavelet method introduced by Cohen, Dahmen and DeVore in [CDD01, CDD02]. In a natural norm associated to the problem, we show that the approximations produced by this method converge with the same rate as the sequence of best approximations from the span of the best \(N\) products of temporal and spatial wavelets, in linear complexity.

While keeping discrete solutions on all time levels is prohibitive for time marching methods, thanks to the use of tensorized multilevel bases, our method produces approximations simultaneously in space and time without penalty in complexity because of the additional time dimension.

The idea of space-time adaptive solvers for initial-boundary value problems has been pursued for some time and different approaches can be found in the literature.

We mention only the works [OS83] and [BMP92], in which space adaptivity is employed combined with possibly local timestepping. More recent space-time adaptive solvers can be found, e.g., in [MS07] and [DGR+08], in which local time stepping is combined with possibly adaptive multiresolution discretizations in the spatial variable. The idea of using tensorized multilevel bases in space and time for solving parabolic problems was exploited only recently in [GO07], mainly in a nonadaptive setting (sparse-grids). A nontensor product space-time wavelet solver was presented in [AKV06].

Our approach is modular in the sense that the space discretization of \(A(t)\) in \((1.3)\) can be based on any “spatial” wavelet system satisfying a set of conditions which we specify. We distinguish two particular cases: (A) the case of isotropically supported, piecewise polynomial wavelets in \(\Omega\), and (B) the case when \(\Omega = (0, 1)^n\) with possibly large \(n\), where we use tensorized univariate spline wavelets as in [vPS04, GO07] which do not suffer from the curse of dimension for large \(n\), thereby generalizing [DSS08] to the parabolic case.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we reformulate abstract well-posed linear operator equations involving separable Hilbert spaces \(X\) and \(Y\) as a well-posed bi-infinite matrix equation using Riesz bases of \(X\) and \(Y\) and in Section 3, we briefly elaborate on approximation classes related to best \(N\)-term
approximations in such bases. Section 4 collects known results on adaptive wavelet methods, from [CDD01, CDD02, GHS07]; particular attention is paid to quantitative versions of $s^*$-admissibility and $s^*$-compressibility of matrix representations of the operator of interest. Section 5 addresses the reformulation of the parabolic problem (1.3) and establishes the well-posedness of the parabolic operator equation in the corresponding space-time Hilbert spaces, and Section 6 presents its reformulation as a bi-infinite matrix equation in $\ell_2$ with particular attention to the Riesz constants. Section 7 gives the best possible rates of space-time tensor wavelet approximations for the solution and, in particular, establishes in case (B) above the absence of the curse of dimensionality. Section 8 establishes sufficient conditions on spatial and temporal Riesz bases for the $s^*$-computability of the space-time operator. Finally, Section 9 addresses scalar diffusion problems in high spatial dimension $n$ in case (B). Here, it will be shown that the constant in the convergence bound is independent of $n$, and that the constant in the complexity bound may grow at most quadratically in $n$.

The Appendix contains a proof of well-posedness of the abstract space-time variational formulation (1.3).

In this paper, by $C \lesssim D$ we will mean that $C$ can be bounded by a multiple of $D$, independently of parameters which $C$ and $D$ may depend on, in particular, the space dimension $n$, apart from dependencies that are mentioned explicitly.

2. Well-posed operator equations and their reformulation as bi-infinite matrix vector problems

Let $\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}$ be separable Hilbert spaces over $\mathbb{K} \in \{\mathbb{R}, \mathbb{C}\}$. Let us assume that we have available a Riesz basis $\Psi^X = \{\psi^X_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla_X\}$ for $\mathcal{X}$, meaning that the synthesis operator

\[ s_\Psi^X : \ell_2(\nabla_X) \to \mathcal{X} : c \mapsto \sum_{\lambda \in \nabla_X} c_\lambda \psi^X_\lambda \]

is boundedly invertible. By identifying $\ell_2(\nabla_X)$ with its (anti-)dual, its adjoint, known as the analysis operator, reads as

\[ s'_\Psi^X : \mathcal{X}' \to \ell_2(\nabla_X) : g \mapsto \{g(\psi^X_\lambda)\}_{\lambda \in \nabla_X} \in \ell_2(\nabla_X). \]

Similarly, let $\Psi^Y = \{\psi^Y_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla_Y\}$ be a Riesz basis for $\mathcal{Y}$, with synthesis operator $s_\Psi^Y$ and adjoint $s'_\Psi^Y$. For both $\Psi^X$ and $\Psi^Y$ we have in mind suitable wavelet bases.

Now let $B \in \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}')$ be boundedly invertible. Given an $f \in \mathcal{Y}'$, we are interested in solving the operator equation for finding $u \in \mathcal{X}$ such that

\[ Bu = f. \]

Writing $u = s_\Psi^X u$, this problem is equivalent to the bi-infinite matrix vector problem

\[ \text{(2.1)} \quad Bu = f, \]

where $f = s'_\Psi^Y f = \{f(\psi^X_\lambda)\}_{\lambda \in \nabla_Y} \in \ell_2(\nabla_Y)$, and the “stiffness” or system matrix

\[ B = s'_\Psi^Y Bs_\Psi^X = \{[B(\psi^X_\mu)(\psi^Y_\lambda)]_{\lambda \in \nabla_Y, \mu \in \nabla_X} \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla_X), \ell_2(\nabla_Y)) \}
\]

is boundedly invertible. Introducing the sesquilinear form

\[ b : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{Y} \to \mathbb{K} : (w, v) \mapsto (Bw)(v), \]
we will also use the notations  
\[ B = b(\Psi^X, \Psi^Y) \quad \text{and} \quad f = f(\Psi^Y). \]

With the Riesz constants  
\[ \Lambda^X_{\Psi^X} := \|s_{\Psi^X}\|_{\ell^2(\nabla X) \to X} = \sup_{0 \neq c \in \ell^2(\nabla X)} \frac{\|c^T \Psi^X\|_X}{\|c\|_{\ell^2(\nabla X)}}, \]
\[ \lambda^X_{\Psi^X} := \|s_{\Psi^X}^{-1}\|_{X \to \ell^2(\nabla X)}^{-1} = \inf_{0 \neq c \in \ell^2(\nabla X)} \frac{\|c^T \Psi^X\|_X}{\|c\|_{\ell^2(\nabla X)}}, \]
and \( \Lambda^Y_{\Psi^Y} \) and \( \lambda^Y_{\Psi^Y} \) defined analogously, obviously it holds that  
\begin{align}
\|B\|_{\ell^2(\nabla X) \to \ell^2(\nabla Y)} & \leq \|B\|_{X \to Y} \Lambda^X_{\Psi^X} \Lambda^Y_{\Psi^Y}, \\
\|B^{-1}\|_{\ell^2(\nabla Y) \to \ell^2(\nabla X)} & \leq \frac{\|B^{-1}\|_{Y \to X}}{\lambda^X_{\Psi^X} \lambda^Y_{\Psi^Y}}.
\end{align}

Some examples of operators \( B \) and spaces \( X \) and \( Y \) that one may have in mind are presented next.

- \( (Bw)(v) = \int_\Omega \nabla w \cdot \nabla v, \ X = Y = H^1_0(\Omega) \) (Poisson problem), \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \).
- \( (Bw)(v) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{\partial \Omega} \int_{\partial \Omega} \frac{(u(y) - u(x))(v(y) - v(x))}{|x - y|^3} \, dx \, dy, \ X = Y = H^\frac{1}{2}(\partial \Omega)/\mathbb{R}, \) \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^3 \) (hypersingular boundary integral equation).

In this paper, we will show that parabolic problems also fit into this framework. In that case the spaces \( X \) and \( Y \) will not be equal.

3. **Best \( N \)-term approximation and approximation classes**

The most economical approximations for \( u \) are best \( N \)-term approximations \( u_N \), i.e., vectors that on their supports of length \( N \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) coincide with the \( N \) largest coefficients (in modulus) of \( u \). For \( s > 0 \), the approximation class \( \mathcal{A}_s^\infty(\ell^2(\nabla X)) := \{ v \in \ell^2(\nabla X) : \|v\|_{\mathcal{A}_s^\infty(\ell^2(\nabla X))} < \infty \} \), where
\[
\|v\|_{\mathcal{A}_s^\infty(\ell^2(\nabla X))} := \sup_{\varepsilon > 0} \varepsilon \times \left[ \min \{ N \in \mathbb{N}_0 : \|v - v_N\|_{\ell^2(\nabla X)} \leq \varepsilon \} \right]^s
\]
gathers under one roof all \( v \) whose best \( N \)-term approximations converge to \( v \) with rate \( s \).

Generally, best \( N \)-term approximations cannot be realized in practice, in particular, not in the situation that the vector \( u \) to be approximated is only implicitly given as the solution of the bi-infinite matrix vector problem (2.1). Our aim is to construct a practical method that produces approximations to \( u \) which, whenever \( u \in \mathcal{A}_s^\infty(\ell^2(\nabla X)) \) for some \( s > 0 \), converge with this rate \( s \) in linear computational complexity.

4. **Adaptive wavelet methods**

Let \( s > 0 \) be such that \( u \in \mathcal{A}_s^\infty(\ell^2(\nabla X)) \). In [CDD01] and [CDD02], adaptive wavelet methods for solving (2.1) were introduced. Both of these methods are iterative methods. To be able to bound their complexity, one needs a suitable bound on the complexity of an approximate matrix-vector product in terms of the prescribed tolerance. We formalize this in the notion of \( s^s \)-admissibility.
Definition 4.1. \( B \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla X), \ell_2(\nabla Y)) \) is \( s^* \)-admissible if there exists a routine
\[
\text{APPLY}_B[w, \varepsilon] \rightarrow z
\]
which yields, for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \) and any finitely supported \( w \in \ell_2(\nabla X) \), a finitely supported \( z \in \ell_2(\nabla Y) \) with
\[
\|Bw - z\|_{\ell_2(\nabla Y)} \leq \varepsilon
\]
and for which, for any \( \bar{s} \in (0, s^*) \), there exists an admissibility constant \( a_{B, s} \) such that
\[
\#\text{supp } z \leq a_{B, s} \varepsilon^{-1/s} \|w\|_{A_{s}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X))}^{1/s} + \#\text{supp } w + 1.
\]

The realization of \( \text{APPLY}_B[w, \varepsilon] \) for system matrices \( B \) arising from parabolic problems will be a major topic in this work.

Remark 4.2. In Section 9 we investigate adaptive wavelet methods for solving parabolic problems \( 1.3 \) in high space dimensions, i.e. in \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) with possibly large \( n \). Introducing in Definition 1.1 the admissibility constants \( a_{B, s} \) will allow us to quantify the dimension-dependence in convergence and complexity estimates for the adaptive wavelet methods.

In order to approximate \( u \) one should be able to approximate \( f \). Throughout this paper we assume availability of the following routine:
\[
\text{RHS}_f[\varepsilon] \rightarrow f_\varepsilon : \text{For given } \varepsilon > 0, \text{ it yields a finitely supported } f_\varepsilon \in \ell_2(\nabla Y) \text{ with}
\]
\[
\|f - f_\varepsilon\|_{\ell_2(\nabla Y)} \leq \varepsilon \text{ and } \#\text{supp } f_\varepsilon \lesssim \min\{N : \|f - f_N\| \leq \varepsilon\},
\]
with the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations used by the call \( \text{RHS}_f[\varepsilon] \) bounded by some absolute multiple of \( \#\text{supp } f_\varepsilon + 1 \).

In the following, we record some consequences of having \( \text{APPLY}_B \) and \( \text{RHS}_f \) routines. A proof of Proposition 4.3 can be given along the same lines as in [CDD01, CDD02] or [DFR+07, Prop. 3.3].

Proposition 4.3. Let \( B \) in \( 2.1 \) be \( s^* \)-admissible. Then for any \( \bar{s} \in (0, s^*) \), we have
\[
\|B\|_{A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X)) \rightarrow A_{\bar{s}}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla Y))} \leq a_{B, s^*}. \text{ For } z_\varepsilon := \text{APPLY}_B[w, \varepsilon], \text{ we have}
\]
\[
\|z_\varepsilon\|_{A_{\bar{s}}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla Y))} \leq a_{B, s^*} \|w\|_{A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X))}.
\]

Using the definition of \( A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X)) \) and the properties of \( \text{RHS}_f \), we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4. If, in \( 2.1 \), \( B \) is \( s^* \)-admissible and \( u \in A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X)) \) for \( s < s^* \), then for \( f_\varepsilon = \text{RHS}_f[\varepsilon], \#\text{supp } f_\varepsilon \lesssim a_{B, s^*} \varepsilon^{-1/s} \|u\|_{A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X))}^{1/s} \) with the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations used by the call \( \text{RHS}_f[\varepsilon] \) being bounded by some absolute multiple of
\[
a_{B, s^*} \varepsilon^{-1/s} \|u\|_{A_{s^*}^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla X))}^{1/s} + 1.
\]

Remark 4.5. Besides \( \|f - f_\varepsilon\|_{\ell_2(\nabla Y)} \leq \varepsilon \), the complexity bounds in Corollary 4.4 with \( a_{B, s^*} \) reading as some constant, are essential for the use of \( \text{RHS}_f \) in the adaptive wavelet methods.

The following corollary of Proposition 1.3 can be used, for example, for the construction of valid \( \text{APPLY} \) and \( \text{RHS} \) routines in case the adaptive wavelet algorithms are applied to a preconditioned system.
Corollary 4.6. If $B \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla X), \ell_2(\nabla Y))$, $C \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla Y), \ell_2(\nabla Z))$ are both $s^*$-admissible, then so is $CB \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla X), \ell_2(\nabla Z))$. A valid routine $\text{APPLY}_{CB}$ is

\begin{equation}
[w, \varepsilon] \mapsto \text{APPLY}_C[\text{APPLY}_B[w, \varepsilon/(2\|C\|)], \varepsilon/2],
\end{equation}

with admissibility constant $a_{CB, \bar{s}} \leq a_{B, \bar{s}}(\|C\|^{1/s} + a_{C, \bar{s}})$ for $\bar{s} \in (0, s^*)$.

For some $s^* > s$, let $C \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla Y), \ell_2(\nabla Z))$ be $s^*$-admissible. Then for

\begin{equation}
\text{RHS}_{C}[\varepsilon] := \text{APPLY}_C[\text{RHS}_f[\varepsilon/(2\|C\|)], \varepsilon/2],
\end{equation}

it holds that $\#\text{supp} \text{RHS}_{C}[\varepsilon] \leq a_{B, s}(\|C\|^{1/s} + a_{C, s})\varepsilon^{-1/s}\|u\|_{A_{\infty}^s(\ell_2(\nabla x))}^{1/s}$ and $\|Cf - \text{RHS}_{C}[\varepsilon]\|_{\ell_2(\nabla x)} \leq \varepsilon$, with the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations used by the call $\text{RHS}_{C}[\varepsilon]$ bounded by some absolute multiple of $a_{B, s}(\|C\|^{1/s} + a_{C, s})\varepsilon^{-1/s}\|u\|_{A_{\infty}^s(\ell_2(\nabla x))}^{1/s} + 1$.

Remark 4.7. The properties of $\text{RHS}_{C}$ given in the above corollary show that it is a valid routine for approximating $Cf$ in the sense of Remark 4.6.

Consider first the case that $B$ is symmetric positive definite, i.e., $\nabla X = \nabla Y$ and $B = B^* > 0$. In this situation, both adaptive wavelet methods from [CDD01] were shown to be quasi-optimal in the following sense:

Theorem 4.8. If in (\ref{eq:2.1}) $B$ is $s^*$-admissible, then for any $\varepsilon > 0$, both adaptive wavelet methods from [CDD01] produce an approximation $u_\varepsilon$ to $u$ with $\|u - u_\varepsilon\|_{\ell_2(\nabla x)} \leq \varepsilon$. If in (\ref{eq:2.1}) for some $s > 0$ it holds that $u \in A_{\infty}^s(\ell_2(\nabla x))$, then $\#\text{supp} u_\varepsilon \leq \varepsilon^{-1/s}\|u\|_{A_{\infty}^s(\ell_2(\nabla x))}^{1/s}$ and if, moreover, $s < s^*$, then the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations required by a call of either of these adaptive wavelet solvers with tolerance $\varepsilon$ is bounded by some multiple of $\varepsilon^{-1/s}(1 + a_{B, s})\|u\|_{A_{\infty}^s(\ell_2(\nabla x))}^{1/s} + 1$.

The multiples depend only on $s$ when it tends to $0$ or $\infty$, and on $\|B\|$ and $\|B^{-1}\|$ when they tend to infinity.

The method from [CDD02] consists of the application of a damped Richardson iteration to $Bu = f$, where the required residual computations are approximated using calls of $\text{APPLY}_B$ and $\text{RHS}_f$ within tolerances that decrease linearly with the iteration counter.

With the method from [CDD01], a sequence $\Xi_0 \subset \Xi_1 \subset \cdots \subset \nabla X$ is produced, together with corresponding (approximate) Galerkin solutions $u_i \in \ell_2(\Xi_i)$. The coefficients of approximate residuals $f - Bu_i$ are used as indicators on how to expand $\Xi_i$ to $\Xi_{i+1}$ such that it gives rise to an improved Galerkin approximation.

Both methods rely on a recurrent coarsening of the approximation vectors, where small coefficients are removed in order to keep an optimal balance between accuracy and support length. In [GHS07], it was shown that with the method from [CDD01] coarsening can be avoided, which gives a quantitative advantage.

The key to why $s^*$-admissibility of $B$ can be expected is the observation that for a wide class of operators the stiffness matrix with respect to suitable wavelet bases is close to a computable sparse matrix.

Definition 4.9. $B \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla X), \ell_2(\nabla Y))$ is $s^*$-computable if, for each $N \in \mathbb{N}$, there exists a $B_N \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla X), \ell_2(\nabla Y))$ having in each column at most $N$ nonzero entries
whose joint computation takes an absolute multiple of $N$ operations, such that the computability constants 

$$c_{B,s} := \sup_{N \in \mathbb{N}} N \|B - B_N\|_{\ell_2(\mathbb{N})}^{1/\hat{s}}$$

are finite for any $\hat{s} \in (0, s^*)$.

**Theorem 4.10.** An $s^*$-computable $B$ is $s^*$-admissible. Moreover, for $\hat{s} < s^*$, 

$$a_{B,s} \leq c_{B,s}$$

where the constant in this estimate depends only on $\hat{s}$, $s$, and $\|B\| \to \infty$.

This theorem is proven by the construction of a suitable APPLY$_B$ routine as was done in [CDD01 §6.4], where a log factor in the complexity estimate due to sorting was removed in later studies by the application of an approximate sorting; see [Bar05, Met02, Ste03]. In [DSS08] some modifications to this approximate matrix vector routine were proposed that give rise to quantitative improvements.

**Remark 4.11.** Theorem 4.10 has been shown under the tacit assumption that a virtually unbounded amount of memory is available so that direct addressing can be applied. We refer to [DSS08 §5] for a further discussion of this issue.

**Remark 4.12.** Theorem 4.8 requires that $B$ is $s^*$-admissible for an $s^* > s$ when $u \in A^*_\infty(\ell_2(\nabla_X))$. Generally, this value of $s$ is unknown, and so the condition on $s^*$ should be interpreted in the sense that $s^*$ has to be larger than any $s$ for which membership of the solution $u$ in $A^*_\infty(\ell_2(\nabla_X))$ can be expected. For example, for a scalar elliptic equation of order $2m$ in $n$ space dimensions with (isotropic) wavelets of order $d$, such $s$ do not exceed $\frac{d-1}{m}$. For wavelets that have sufficiently many vanishing moments and are sufficiently regular, for a wide class of operators that include the examples mentioned in Section 2, $s^*$-computability and with that $s^*$-admissibility have been demonstrated for an $s^*$ that indeed is sufficiently large in the aforementioned sense; see [GS06b, GS06a].

So far we have confined the discussion to stiffness matrices that are symmetric positive definite. In [Gan08], it was shown that the results concerning the method from [CDD01, GHS07] extend to the situation that nonsymmetric perturbations of lower order are added. The approach from [CDD02] basically applies whenever one has a linearly convergent stationary iterative scheme for $Bu = f$ available. There is, however, no recipe that yields such a scheme for general boundedly invertible $B$. In particular, for the stiffness matrices $B$ that will result from parabolic problems, we are not aware of such schemes.

A remedy proposed in [CDD02] is to apply the adaptive schemes to the normal equations

$$B^*Bu = B^*f,$$

instead. Clearly, the operator $B^*B \in L(\ell_2(\nabla_X), \ell_2(\nabla_X))$ is boundedly invertible, symmetric positive definite, with $\|B^*B\|_{\ell_2(\nabla_X) \to \ell_2(\nabla_X)} \leq \|B\|_{\ell_2(\nabla_X) \to \ell_2(\nabla_Y)}$ and $\|B^*B\|_{\ell_2(\nabla_X) \to \ell_2(\nabla_X)} = \|B^{-1}\|_{\ell_2(\nabla_Y) \to \ell_2(\nabla_X)}$. Now let $u \in A^*_\infty(\ell_2(\nabla_X))$, and for some $s^* > s$, let $B$ and $B^*$ be $s^*$-admissible. By Corollary 4.10 with $B^*$ in place of $C$, a valid RHS$_{s^*}$ routine is given by (4.2), and $B^*B$ is $s^*$-admissible with a valid APPLY$_{B^*B}$ routine given by (4.11). A combination of Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.6 yields the following result.
Theorem 4.13. For any $\varepsilon > 0$, the adaptive wavelet methods from [CDD02] or
[CDD01] / [GHS07] applied to the normal equations (4.3), using the above
APPLY_B-B and RHS_B-f routines, produce an approximation $u_\varepsilon$ to $u$
with $\|u - u_\varepsilon\|_{L^2(\nabla X)} \leq \varepsilon$. If for some $s > 0$, $u \in A^s_{\infty}(l^2(\nabla X))$, then
$\#\text{supp } u_\varepsilon \lesssim \varepsilon^{-1/s}\|u\|^{1/s}_{A^s_{\infty}(l^2(\nabla X))}$, with constant only dependent on $s$ when it tends to 0 or $\infty$, and
on $\|B\|$ and $\|B^{-1}\|$ when they tend to infinity.
If $s < s^*$, then the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations required
by a call of either of these adaptive wavelet methods with tolerance $\varepsilon$ is bounded by
some multiple of
\[ 1 + \varepsilon^{-1/s}(1 + a_{B,s}(1 + a_{B,s}^{B,s}))\|u\|^{1/s}_{A^s_{\infty}(l^2(\nabla X))} \]
where this multiple only depends on $s$ when it tends to 0 or $\infty$, and on $\|B\|$ and
$\|B^{-1}\|$ when they tend to infinity.

5. Variational formulation of the parabolic problem

The variational form of (1.3) will be based on the space
\[ X = L_2(I; V) \cap H^1(I; V') \]
\[ = \{ v : v \in L_2(I; V), v, \frac{dv}{dt} \in L_2(I; V') \} \]
equipped with the graph norm $\| \cdot \|_X$ given by
\[ \|v\|_X := (\|v\|_{L_2(I; V)}^2 + \|\frac{dv}{dt}\|_{L_2(I; V')}^2)^{1/2}. \]
It is known that $X \subset C([0, T]; H)$ (e.g. [DL92], Ch. XVIII, §1, Th.1]). Inspection
of the proof reveals that
\[ M_\varepsilon := \sup_{0 \neq w \in X} \frac{\|w(0)\|_H}{\|w\|_X} \]
is bounded uniformly in the choice of $V \rightarrow H$, and is only dependent on $T$ when it
tends to zero.

By integrating (1.3) over $t \in I$ we arrive at the variational formulation of the
initial boundary value problem (1.3): Find
\[ u \in X : \quad b(u, v) = f(v) \quad (v = (v_1, v_2) \in Y) \]
where the “test space” $Y$ is
\[ Y = L_2(I; V) \times H \]
equipped with norm $\| \cdot \|_Y$ given by $\|v\|_Y^2 = \|v_1\|_{L_2(I; V)}^2 + \|v_2\|_H^2$, and the bilinear
form $b(\cdot, \cdot) : X \times Y \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is defined by
\[ b(w, (v_1, v_2)) := \int_I \left( \frac{dv}{dt}(t), v_1(t) \right)_H + a(t; w(t), v_1(t)) dt + \langle w(0), v_2 \rangle_H, \]
and the “load functional” $f(\cdot) : Y \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is given by
\[ f(v) := \int_I \langle g(t), v_1(t) \rangle_H dt + \langle h, v_2 \rangle_H \quad \text{for} \quad v = (v_1, v_2) \in Y. \]

Theorem 5.1. The operator $B \in \mathcal{L}(X, Y')$ defined by $(Bw)(v) = b(w, v)$ with
$b(\cdot, \cdot), X$ and $Y$ from (5.6), (5.1) and (5.3) is boundedly invertible. With $\varrho := \sup_{0 \neq w \in V} \frac{\|w\|_Y}{\|w\|_X}$, the norm of $B$ or $B^{-1}$ can be bounded by an increasing function of
$M_a$, $M_c$ and $\lambda T$, or of $\alpha^{-1}$, $M_a$, $M_c$ and $\lambda T$ and $\lambda \varrho^2$, respectively.
Although formulated slightly differently, a proof of this theorem can be found in [DL92, Ch. XVIII, §3] and [WLo82, Ch. IV, §26] (though without the statement about the bounds on the norms of $B$ and $B^{-1}$). In Appendix A we give an alternative, shorter proof of this result based on a well-known characterization of bounded invertibility of linear operators between Hilbert spaces in terms of three conditions on the associated sesquilinear form.

6. PARABOLIC PROBLEMS AS BI-INFINITE MATRIX VECTOR EQUATIONS

In order to construct Riesz bases for $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{Y}$, we use that

$$\mathcal{X} = (L_2(I) \otimes V) \cap (H^1(I) \otimes V')$$

and

$$\mathcal{Y} = (L_2(I) \otimes V) \times H.$$

Let

$$\Sigma = \{\sigma_\mu : \mu \in \nabla_x\} \subset V$$

be a collection of functions that is a normalized Riesz basis for $H$, that renormalized in $V$ or $V'$, is a Riesz basis for both of these spaces. Let

$$\Theta = \{\theta_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla_I\} \subset H^1(I)$$

be a collection of functions that is a normalized Riesz basis for $L_2(I)$, that renormalized in $H^1(I)$, is a Riesz basis for that space. From [CO95] Props. 1 and 2, it follows that then the collection $\Theta \otimes \Sigma$ normalized in $\mathcal{X}$, i.e., the collection

$$\{ (t, x) \mapsto \frac{\theta_\lambda(t)\sigma_\mu(x)}{\|\sigma_\mu\|_V} : (\lambda, \mu) \in \nabla_I \times \nabla_x \}$$

is a Riesz basis for $\mathcal{X}$, and that $(\Theta \otimes \Sigma) \times \Sigma$ normalized in $\mathcal{Y}$, i.e., the collection

$$\{ (t, x) \mapsto \frac{\theta_\lambda(t)\sigma_\mu(x)}{\|\sigma_\mu\|_V} : (\lambda, \mu) \in \nabla_I \times \nabla_x \} \cup \{ x \mapsto (0, \sigma_\mu(x)) : \mu \in \nabla_x \}$$

is a Riesz basis for $\mathcal{Y}$. Moreover, denoting the Riesz basis for $V'$ consisting of the collection $\Sigma$ normalized in $V'$ as $[\Sigma]_{V'}$, and similarly for the other collections and spaces, with the notation introduced in Section 3 it holds that

$$\Lambda^x_{[\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_X} \leq \max(\Lambda_{L_2(I)}^{L_2(I)}, \Lambda_{H^1(I)}^{H^1(I)}, \Lambda_{V'}^{V'})$$

$$\Lambda^x_{[\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_X} \geq \min(\Lambda_{L_2(I)}^{L_2(I)}, \Lambda_{H^1(I)}^{H^1(I)}, \Lambda_{V'}^{V'})$$

$$\Lambda^y_{[\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_Y} \leq \max(\Lambda_{L_2(I)}^{L_2(I)}, \Lambda_{H^1(I)}^{H^1(I)}, \Lambda_{V'}^{V'})$$

$$\Lambda^y_{[\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_Y} \geq \min(\Lambda_{L_2(I)}^{L_2(I)}, \Lambda_{H^1(I)}^{H^1(I)}, \Lambda_{V'}^{V'})$$

Denoting by $\|\Sigma\|_V$ the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries $\|\sigma_\mu\|_V$ ($\mu \in \nabla_x$), and similarly for the other collections and spaces, the stiffness or system matrix $B$ corresponding to the variational form (6.0) and the Riesz bases $[\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_X$, $[(\Theta \otimes \Sigma) \times \Sigma]_Y$ for $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{Y}$ is given by

$$B = b([\Theta \otimes \Sigma]_X, [(\Theta \otimes \Sigma) \times \Sigma]_Y) = \begin{bmatrix} \text{Id}_t \otimes \|\Sigma\|^{-1}_V & 0 \\ 0 & \text{Id}_x \end{bmatrix} \circ \begin{bmatrix} \langle \Theta(t) \otimes \Sigma, \Theta(t) \otimes \Sigma \rangle_H + \int_I \langle a, \Theta(t) \otimes \Sigma \rangle_H \end{bmatrix} \circ \|\Theta \otimes \Sigma\|^{-1}_X.$$
Writing the solution \( u \) of (5.4) as \( u = u^T(\Theta \otimes \Sigma)_X \), we conclude that \( u \) is the solution of \( Bu = f \) with
\[
(6.5) \quad f = \left[ \int_I \langle g(t), \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V \rangle_{H} dt \right].
\]
The matrix \( \langle \Theta(0) \otimes [\Sigma]_H R(\Theta, \Sigma) \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)} \| \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V \|_{L_1}^{-1} \) can be written as \( \langle \Sigma, \Sigma \rangle_H R(\Theta, \Sigma) \), where \( R = R(\Theta, \Sigma) \in \mathcal{L}(\ell_2(\nabla_1, \nabla_2), \ell_2(\nabla_2)) \) is given by
\[
R_{\mu, (\lambda, \nu)} = \begin{cases} \frac{\theta_\lambda(0)}{\sqrt{\|\sigma_{\mu}\|_V^2 + \|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^1(I)}^2 \|\sigma_{\mu}\|_V^2}}, & \text{when } \mu = \nu, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]
Introducing \( D_1 := \|\Theta\|_{H^1(I)}(\|\Sigma\|_V) \|\Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V \|_{0}^{-1} \) and \( D_2 := \|\Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V \|_{H^1(I)}(\|\Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V \|_{0}^{-1} \), both being diagonal matrices with entries in modulus less than 1, \( B \) can be written as
\[
(6.6) \quad \left[ \langle \Theta \rangle_{H^1(I)}(\Theta)_{L_2(I)} \otimes [\Sigma]_V, [\Sigma]_V \right]_{H} D_1 + \int_I a(t, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V) dt D_2.
\]

### 7. Best possible rates in \( \mathcal{X} \)

To solve the parabolic problem (5.4), we propose to apply the adaptive wavelet algorithms from [CDD02] or [CDD01] to the normal equations \( B^*Bu = B^*f \), where \( B \) is from (6.4) and \( f \) from (6.5). As we learned in Section 4 to conclude that these methods perform quasi-optimally, we have to show \( s^* \)-admissibility of both \( B \) and \( B^* \) for an \( s^* \) larger than any \( s \) for which membership of \( u \in \mathcal{A}_\infty^s(\ell_2(\nabla X)) \) can be expected. In this section, we study which rates of best \( N \)-term approximation can at best be expected, under the provision that the solution \( u \) is sufficiently smooth.

For any \( \lambda \subset \nabla_1 \), let \( Q_{\lambda, I} : L_2(I) \to \ell_2(\lambda) : u \mapsto \sum_{\lambda \in \nabla_1} u_{\lambda} \theta_\lambda \), where \( \sum_{\lambda \in \nabla_1} u_{\lambda} \theta_\lambda \) is the unique expansion of \( u \) with respect to \( \Theta \). Since \( u_{\lambda} = \langle u, \theta_\lambda \rangle_{L_2(I)} \) where \( \hat{\Theta} = \{ \hat{\theta}_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla_1 \} \) is the Riesz basis of \( L_2(I) \) that is biorthogonal to \( \Theta \), we call \( Q_{\lambda, I} \) the \( L_2(I) \)-biorthogonal projector associated to \( \Theta \) and index set \( \lambda \subset \nabla_1 \).

We assume that \( \Theta \) is a wavelet basis constructed using dyadic refinements which is of order \( d \times > 1 \). That is, with, for \( k \in \mathbb{N}_0, \nabla_1 \) being the set of \( \lambda \in \nabla_1 \) with level \( \mathbb{N} \geq |\lambda| \leq k \), it holds that \( \# \nabla_1 \) \( \approx \) \( 2^k \). Additionally, setting \( \nabla_1^{(-1)} := \emptyset \), for \( Q_{\lambda, I} := Q_{\nabla_1^{(-1)}} \) we have
\[
\|I - Q_{k, I}\|_{H^m(I) \to L_2(\nabla_1)} \lesssim 2^{-kd}, \quad \|I - Q_{k, I}\|_{H^m(I) \to H^1(I)} \lesssim 2^{-k(d-1)}.
\]

For some \( m > 0 \), and some bounded domain \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \), let
\[
V = H^m(\Omega)
\]
or a closed subspace incorporating essential boundary conditions, and
\[
H = L_2(\Omega).
\]

For the wavelet basis \( \Sigma \) in space, we consider two cases: Either
(A) it is a standard isotropic wavelet basis of order \( d \times > m \) constructed from a dyadic multiresolution analysis in \( L_2(\Omega) \), or
(B) \( \Omega = \prod_{i=1}^n (a_i, b_i) \), and \( \Sigma \) is the tensor product of wavelet bases \( \Sigma_i \) as in (A) in each of the coordinate spaces.
For $n=1$, (A) and (B) coincide, and in the following we will consider (A) only for $n > 1$.

Remark 7.1. The intermediate case that an $n$-dimensional domain $\Omega$ is the product of $1 < \ell < n$ domains, so at least one of them being higher dimensional, and $\Sigma$ is the $\ell$-fold tensor product of wavelet bases in the coordinate blocks, can easily be analyzed along similar lines.

7.1. Best rate in case (A). For any $\Lambda \subset \nabla_x$, let $Q_{\Lambda,x} : L_2(\Omega) \mapsto \ell_2(\Lambda)$ be the $L_2(\Omega)$-biorthogonal projector associated to $\Sigma$ and $\Lambda$. The assumption of $\Sigma$ being of order $d_x$ means that with $\nabla_x^{(k)}$ being the set of $\Lambda \in \nabla_x$ with level $|\lambda| \leq k \in \mathbb{N}_0$, it holds that $\#\nabla_x^{(k)} \approx 2^{kn}$. Additionally, setting $\nabla_x^{(-1)} := \emptyset$, for $Q_{k,x} := Q_{\nabla_x^{(k)},x}$ we have

$$
\|\Id - Q_{k,x}\|_{H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V \to V} \lesssim 2^{-k(d_x-m)}, \|\Id - Q_{k,x}\|_{H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V \to V'} \lesssim 2^{-k(d_x+m)}.
$$

In case $d_t < \frac{d_x-m}{n}$, by taking, for some $\varepsilon > 0$, $\ell/k \in \left[\frac{d_t}{d_x-m} + \varepsilon, \frac{1}{n} - \varepsilon\right]$, we have

$$
\|\Id - \sum_{p=0}^{k} \sum_{q=0}^{\ell} (Q_{p,t} - Q_{p-1,t}) \otimes (Q_{q,x} - Q_{q-1,x})\|_{H^{d_t}(I) \otimes (H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V) \to L_2(I) \otimes V} \lesssim 2^{-kd_t}.
$$

The operator $\sum_{p=0}^{k} \sum_{q=0}^{\ell} (Q_{p,t} - Q_{p-1,t}) \otimes (Q_{q,x} - Q_{q-1,x})$ is the $L_2(\Omega)$-biorthogonal projector associated to the tensor product basis $\Theta \otimes \Sigma$ and “sparse” product index set $\bigcup_{p=0}^{k} \bigcup_{q=0}^{\ell} (\nabla_t^{(p)} \setminus \nabla_t^{(p-1)}) \times (\nabla_x^{(q)} \setminus \nabla_x^{(q-1)})$, which has cardinality of order $2^k$; see [BG04] and the references cited there.

Similarly, for $d_t > \frac{d_x-m}{n}$, by taking $k/\ell \in \left[\frac{d_x-m}{d_t} + \varepsilon, n - \varepsilon\right]$, we obtain an error estimate of order $2^{-\ell(d_x-m)}$ for the biorthogonal projector associated to a sparse product index set with cardinality of order $2^\ell n$.

Finally, when $d_t = \frac{d_x-m}{n}$, by taking $k = \ell n$, the error bound is of order $2^{-\ell(d_x-m)}$ for the biorthogonal projector associated to a sparse product index set with cardinality of order $2^\ell n$.

In summary, assuming $u \in H^{d_t}(I) \otimes (H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V)$, the error in $L_2(I) \otimes V$ of a biorthogonal projection associated to a sparse product index set with cardinality of order $N$ is of order $N^{-\min(d_t, \frac{d_x-m}{n})}$, with an additional log factor when $d_t = (d_x-m)/n$.

Similarly, still assuming that $u \in H^{d_t}(I) \otimes (H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V)$, with a suitable choice of sparse product index sets with cardinality of order $N$, the error measured in $H^1(I) \otimes V'$ in the corresponding biorthogonal projection is of order $N^{-\min(d_t-1, \frac{d_x-m}{n})}$, with an additional log factor when $d_t = (d_x-m)/n$.

By taking the union of the sparse product index sets for approximation in $L_2(I) \otimes V$ and in $H^1(I) \otimes V'$, we obtain biorthogonal projectors that, for $u \in H^{d_t}(I) \otimes (H^{d_x}(\Omega) \cap V)$, with an index set of order $N$ give rise to an error in $\mathcal{X}$ of order $N^{-\min(d_t-1, \frac{d_x-m}{n})}$. Here we use that, after normalization, $\Theta \otimes \Sigma$ is a Riesz basis for $L_2(I) \otimes V$ and $H^1(I) \otimes V'$, meaning that when the index set is extended, the error in a biorthogonal projection can increase with at most a constant factor. Moreover, we used that if $d_t = \frac{d_x-m}{n}$ or $d_t - 1 = \frac{d_x+m}{n}$, then $\min(d_t-1, d_t, \frac{d_x-m}{n}, \frac{d_x+m}{n}) < d_t$ or $\min(d_t-1, d_t, \frac{d_x-m}{n}, \frac{d_x+m}{n}) < d_t - 1$, respectively, so that the aforementioned log factors are irrelevant. In view of the approximation orders of the bases being
applied, and the definition of $\mathcal{X}$, the derived rate
\[
\min(d_t - 1, \frac{d_x - m}{n})
\]
is the best that can be expected for general smooth functions.

The division by $n$ in the second argument is known as the *curse of dimensionality*. In the next subsection, we will see that it can be circumvented by applying tensor product wavelets when the spatial domain is a Cartesian product of lower dimensional domains.

### 7.2. Best rate in case (B)

For $1 \leq i \leq n$, let $V_i$ be either $H^m(a_i, b_i)$ or a closed subspace incorporating essential boundary conditions. Let $\Sigma = \{\sigma_\lambda, \lambda_i \in \nabla_i\}$ be a normalized Riesz basis for $L_2(a_i, b_i)$, that renormalized in $V_i$ or $V'_i$ is a Riesz basis for both of these spaces. For any $\Lambda_i \subset \nabla_i$, let $Q_{\Lambda_i, i} : L_2(a_i, b_i) \to \ell_2(\Lambda_i)$ be the $L_2(a_i, b_i)$-biharmonic projectors associated to $\Sigma_i$ and $\Lambda_i$. The assumption of $\Sigma_i$ being of order $d_x$ means that with $\nabla_i^{(k)}$ being the set of $\lambda_i \in \nabla_i$ with level $|\lambda_i| \leq k \in \mathbb{N}_0$, it holds that $\# \nabla_i^{(k)} \sim 2^k$. Additionally, setting $\nabla_i^{(-1)} := \emptyset$, for $Q_{k, i} := Q_{\nabla_i^{(k)}, i}$ we have
\[
\|\Id - Q_{k, i}\|_{H^m(d_x(a_i, b_i)\cap V_i \to V_i} \lesssim 2^{-k(d_x + m)}.\]

The collection $\Sigma := \bigotimes_{i=1}^n \Sigma_i = \{\sigma_\lambda := \bigotimes_{i=1}^n \sigma_i, \lambda_i \in \nabla_i = \prod_{i=1}^n \nabla_i\}$ is a normalized Riesz basis for $L_2(\Omega)$, that renormalized in
\[
V := \bigcap_{i=1}^n \bigotimes_{j=1}^n W_{ij}, \quad \text{where } W_{ij} := \begin{cases} L_2(a_i, b_i) & \text{when } j \neq i, \\ V_i & \text{when } j = i, \end{cases}
\]
or in $V'$, is a Riesz basis for both of these spaces.

Recall that for any $\Lambda \subset \nabla_x$, $Q_{\Lambda, x}$ denotes the $L_2(\Omega)$-orthogonal projector associated to $\Sigma$ and $\Lambda$. As shown in [GK00] (cf. also [DSS08] for approximation in $V'$), there exist “optimized” sparse product sets $\nabla_{x}^{(1)} \subset \nabla_{x}^{(1)} \subset \cdots \subset \nabla_{x}$ and $\nabla_{x}^{(1)} \subset \nabla_{x}^{(1)} \subset \cdots \subset \nabla_{x}$ with $\# \nabla_{x}^{(1)} \sim 2^k \approx \nabla_{x}^{(k)}$, such that with $Q_{k, x} := Q_{\nabla_{x}^{(k)}, x}$ and $\hat{Q}_{k, x} := Q_{\nabla_{x}^{(k)}, x}$, and
\[
\mathcal{H}_{d_x}^{d_x}(\Omega) := \bigcap_{i=1}^n \bigotimes_{j=1}^n Z_{ij}, \quad \text{where } Z_{ij} := \begin{cases} L_2(a_i, b_i) & \text{when } j \neq i, \\ H_{d_x}^{d_x}(a_i, b_i) \cap V_i & \text{when } j = i, \end{cases}
\]
it holds that
\[
\|\Id - Q_{k, x}\|_{\mathcal{H}_{d_x}^{d_x}(\Omega) \to V} \lesssim 2^{-k(d_x - m)}, \quad \|\Id - \hat{Q}_{k, x}\|_{\mathcal{H}_{d_x}^{d_x}(\Omega) \to V} \lesssim 2^{-k(d_x + m)}.
\]

Now similarly to case (A), by taking the union of sparse products of the index sets $(\nabla_{x}^{(p)})_{0 \leq p \leq k}$ with $(\nabla_{x}^{(q)})_{0 \leq q \leq \ell}$ or $(\nabla_{x}^{(q)})_{0 \leq q \leq \ell}$ for suitable $k$ and $\ell$, we obtain $L_2(I \times \Omega)$-biharmonic projectors associated to $\Theta \otimes \Sigma$ that, for $u \in H_{d_x}^{d_x}(I) \otimes \mathcal{H}_{d_x}^{d_x}(\Omega)$, with an index set of order $N$ give rise to an error in $\mathcal{X}$ of order $N^{-\min\{d_t - 1, d_x - m\}}$.

Again, the rate
\[
\min(d_t - 1, d_x - m)
\]
is the best that can be expected for general smooth functions.

In view of the obtained results, we conclude that it suffices to show $s^*$-admissibility of both $\mathcal{B}$ and $\mathcal{B}^*$ for
\[
s^* \geq \begin{cases} 
\min(d_t - 1, \frac{d_x - m}{n}) & \text{in case (A)}, \\
\min(d_t - 1, d_x - m) & \text{in case (B)}. 
\end{cases}
\]
8. $s^*$-admissibility of $B$ from (6.6) and of its adjoint

For handling tensor products of matrices, we use the following proposition. Part (b) will be used in Section 9 to quantify the dependence of constants on the space dimension $n$.

**Proposition 8.1.** For some $s^* > 0$, let $D$, $E$ be $s^*$-computable. Then

(a) $D \otimes E$ is $s^*$-computable with computability constant satisfying, for $0 < \tilde{s} < s^*$, $c_{D \otimes E, \tilde{s}} \lesssim (c_{D, \tilde{s}} c_{E, \tilde{s}}) \tilde{s} / \tilde{s}$, and

(b) for any $\varepsilon \in (0, s^*)$, $D \otimes E$ is $(s^* - \varepsilon)$-computable, with computability constant $c_{D \otimes E, \tilde{s}}$ satisfying, for $0 < \tilde{s} < s^* - \varepsilon < \tilde{s} < s^*$, $c_{D \otimes E, \tilde{s}} \lesssim \max (c_{D, \tilde{s}}, 1) \max (c_{E, \tilde{s}}, 1)$.

The constants absorbed in the $\lesssim$ symbol in the bounds on the computability constants in (a) and (b) are only dependent on $\tilde{s} \downarrow 0$, $\tilde{s} \to \infty$ and $\tilde{s} - \tilde{s} \downarrow 0$.

**Proof.** For $N \in \mathbb{N}$, let $D_N$ and $E_N$ be approximations to $D$ and $E$ as in the definition of $s^*$-computability. For $\ell \in \mathbb{N}_0$, set $D[\ell] = D_{2^\ell}$ and $D[-1] := 0$, and similarly $E[\ell]$. Then for any $0 < \tilde{s} < s^*$ and $q \in \mathbb{N}_0$,

$$
\|D \otimes E - \sum_{\ell+m \leq q} (D[\ell] - D[\tilde{\ell}-1]) \otimes (E[m] - E[m-1])\|
$$

$$
= \| \sum_{\ell+m > q} (D[\ell] - D[\tilde{\ell}-1]) \otimes (E[m] - E[m-1])\| \lesssim \sum_{\ell+m > q} (c_{D, \tilde{s}} c_{E, \tilde{s}}) \tilde{s} (q + 1)^{\tilde{s}} 2^{-(\ell+m)\tilde{s}},
$$

with constants only dependent on $\tilde{s} \downarrow 0$, $\tilde{s} \to \infty$ and $\tilde{s} - \tilde{s} \downarrow 0$. The number of nonzero entries in each column of $\sum_{\ell+m \leq q} (D[\ell] - D[\tilde{\ell}-1]) \otimes (E[m] - E[m-1])$, as well as the number of operations needed for computing them, is less than some absolute multiple of $\sum_{\ell+m \leq q} 2^{\ell+m} \approx (q + 1)2^q$.

(b) For some fixed $\tilde{s} \in (s^* - \varepsilon, s^*)$, let $D[\ell] = D_{2^\ell c_{D, \tilde{s}}}$, $E[\ell] = E_{2^\ell c_{E, \tilde{s}}}$. Then

$$
\|D \otimes E - \sum_{\ell+m \leq q} (D[\ell] - D[\tilde{\ell}-1]) \otimes (E[m] - E[m-1])\| \lesssim ((q + 1)2^q)^{-\tilde{s}},
$$

only dependent on $\tilde{s} \downarrow 0$, $\tilde{s} \to \infty$ and $\tilde{s} - \tilde{s} \downarrow 0$. The number of nonzero entries in each column of $\sum_{\ell+m \leq q} (D[\ell] - D[\tilde{\ell}-1]) \otimes (E[m] - E[m-1])$, as well as the number of operations needed for computing them, is less than some absolute multiple of

$$
\sum_{\ell+m \leq q} [2^\ell c_{D, \tilde{s}}][2^m c_{E, \tilde{s}}] \lesssim \max (c_{D, \tilde{s}}, 1) \max (c_{E, \tilde{s}}, 1)(q + 1)2^q.
$$

In view of the representation (6.6) of $B$, using Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 8.1, for proving $s^*$-admissibility of $B$ and $B^*$, it suffices to show that $R(\Theta, \Sigma)$, $R(\Theta, \Sigma)^*$, $(\Sigma, \Sigma)_{L_2(\Omega)}$ and $\int a(t, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V)dt$ and its adjoint are $s^*$-admissible, e.g., $s^*$-computable, and that $\langle [\Theta]_{H^1(I)}', \Theta \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$, $\langle \Theta, [\Theta]_{H^1(I)}' \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$, $\langle [\Sigma]_V', [\Sigma]_V \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ and $\langle [\Sigma]_V, [\Sigma]_V' \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ are $s^*$-computable. This will require quite some technicalities. The conclusions, however, are summarized, forthcoming, in Theorem 3.3.

We need some assumptions on the wavelet bases $\Theta$ and $\Sigma$ that are collected in the following subsection. These assumptions can be met by available wavelet constructions. Concerning $\Theta$ and $\Sigma$ in case (b), one can use biorthogonal ([DKU99], semi-orthogonal ([CQ92]) or orthogonal (piecewise polynomial) ([DGH96])
Wavelet assumptions. We already assumed that \( \Theta = \{ \theta_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla I \} \) is a normalized Riesz basis of \( L_2(I) \), that renormalized in \( H^1(I) \) is a Riesz basis of that space, and that \( \Theta \) is of order \( d_\ell > 1 \). In addition to that, we will assume that the \( \theta_\lambda \) are

1. local, i.e., \( \sup_{x \in [0,1]} \| \lambda \| \subseteq \{ \lambda : x \in \text{supp} \theta_\lambda \} < \infty \) and \( \text{supp} \theta_\lambda \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|} \),
2. piecewise polynomial of order \( d_\ell \), where with \( \text{"piecewise" is meant that the singular support consists of a uniformly bounded number of points,} \)
3. globally continuous, specifically \( \| \theta_\lambda \|_{W^2_k(0,1)} \lesssim 2|\lambda|^{\frac{1}{2}+k} \) (\( k \in \{0,1\} \)),
4. that, for \( |\lambda| > 0 \), have \( d_\ell \geq d_\ell \) vanishing moments.

Concerning the wavelets in space, we already assumed that \( \Sigma = \{ \sigma_\lambda : \lambda \in \nabla I \} \) is a normalized Riesz basis of \( L_2(\Omega) \), that renormalized in \( V \) or \( V' \) is a Riesz basis for both these spaces, and that \( \Sigma \), or in case \( \Theta \) each of the factors \( \Sigma_i \), is of order \( d_x > 1 \).

In addition to that, in case \( \Theta \) for some \( \mathbb{N}_0 \ni r_x \geq m - 1 \) (necessarily with \( r_x \leq d_x - 2 \)) and \( d_x \in \mathbb{N}_0 \), we will assume that the \( \sigma_\lambda \) are

1. local and piecewise smooth, i.e., that for any \( \ell \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) there exist collections \( \{ \Omega_{\ell,v} : v \in O_{\ell} \} \) of disjoint, uniformly shape regular, open subdomains such that \( \Omega = \bigcup_{v \in O_{\ell}} \Omega_{\ell,v} \), the union of some \( \Omega_{\ell+1,v} \), \( \text{diam}(\Omega_{\ell,v}) \approx 2^{-\ell} \), \( \text{supp} \sigma_\lambda \) connected and is the union of a uniformly bounded number of \( \Omega_{|\lambda|,v} \), each \( \Omega_{\ell,v} \) has nonempty intersection with the supports of a uniformly bounded number of \( \sigma_\lambda \) with \( |\lambda| = \ell \), and for some sufficiently large \( K \), for \( k \in \{0,K\} \),
2. globally \( C^v \), specifically \( \| \sigma_\lambda \|_{W^2_k(0,1)} \lesssim 2|\lambda|^{\frac{1}{2}+k} \) (\( k \in \{0,r_x+1\} \)),
3. that, for \( |\lambda| > 0 \), have cancellation properties of order \( d_x \), i.e.,
4. For handling the quadrature issue, in addition to (s1), we assume that for any \( \ell \) and \( v \in O_{\ell} \), there exists a sufficiently smooth transformation of coordinates \( \kappa \), with derivatives bounded uniformly in \( \ell \) and \( v \), such that for all \( |\lambda| = \ell \), \( (\sigma_\lambda \circ \kappa)_{|\kappa-1(\Omega_{\ell,v})} \) is a polynomial of some fixed degree.

Remark 8.3. The intersection of \( W^2_k(\Omega) \) with \( V \) in (8.1) is only meaningful when the definition of \( V \) incorporates homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Since we need that, renormalized, \( \Sigma \) is also a basis for \( V' \), in that case (8.1) cannot be
expected to hold for any \( w \in W^{k,s}_0(\Omega) \). Indeed, think of \( w \) as being a polynomial of order \( \tilde{d}_s \) not in \( V \). By writing it in terms of the dual basis \( \tilde{\Sigma} \), i.e., the collection with \( \langle \tilde{\Sigma}, \Sigma \rangle_{L^2(\Omega)} = \text{Id} \), and by testing the expansion with primal wavelets, we find that all coefficients for \( |\lambda| > 0 \) are zero, and thus that \( w \) is a (finite) linear combination of dual wavelets. We conclude that \( \tilde{\Sigma} \not\subset V \), meaning that \( \Sigma \) cannot be a basis for \( V'' \). So in our setting that, properly scaled, \( \Sigma \) is a basis for both \( V \) and \( V'' \), wavelets with so-called “complementary boundary conditions” \([\text{DS98}]\) cannot be applied. As we will see in Section 8.5 for differential operators in the spatial direction, this will impose a restriction on the order \( d_s \) of the wavelet basis \( \Sigma \). Another restriction caused by this fact was already mentioned in Remark 8.2.

For case 8, we assume that each of the \( \Sigma_i \) satisfies the above conditions with \( (\Omega, n) \) reading as \((\partial I, n)\). In this case, it is natural simply to assume that the wavelets are piecewise polynomials of order \( d_s \), with those on positive levels being orthogonal to all polynomials of order \( \tilde{d}_s \) that are in \( V \). Note that the latter property together with (8.2) for \( s = 0 \) implies (8.3).

### 8.2. \( s^* \)-computability of \( \langle [\Theta]_{H^s(I)}, \Theta \rangle_{L^2(I)} \) and its adjoint.

By \((11), (12)\) and \((14)\), for each \( \lambda \in \nabla I \) and \( \ell \in \mathbb{N}_0 \), the number of \( \mu \in \nabla I \) with \( |\mu| = \ell \) and \( \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \neq 0 \) or \( \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu = 0 \) is bounded, uniformly in \( \lambda \) and \( \ell \). Indeed, \( \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \) can only be nonzero when \( \theta_\lambda \) does not vanish on the singular support of \( \theta_\mu \), and using integration by parts, \( \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \) can only be nonzero when \( \theta_\mu \) does not vanish on the singular support of \( \theta_\lambda \) or on \( \partial I \).

As a consequence of \( \Theta \) being of order \( d_s \geq 1 \) we have \( 2^{|\lambda|} = 2^{|\lambda|} ||\theta_\lambda||_{L^2(I)} = 2^{|\lambda|} ||(\text{Id} - Q_{|\lambda|-1})\theta_\lambda||_{L^2(I)} \lesssim ||\theta_\lambda||_{H^s(I)} \). Using \((11)\) and \((13)\), we infer that

\[
\|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^1(I)}^{-1} \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|} 2^{-\max(\{|\lambda|, |\mu|\})} 2^{|\lambda|/2} 2^{|\mu|/2} \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|-|\mu|} \frac{1}{2}. \tag{8.2}
\]

Finally, we note that any entry of \( \langle [\Theta]_{H^s(I)}, \Theta \rangle_{L^2(I)} \) can be computed exactly in \( O(1) \) operations.

Standard arguments using the Schur lemma now show that \( \langle [\Theta]_{H^s(I)}, \Theta \rangle_{L^2(I)} \) and \( \langle [\Theta]_{H^s(I)}', \Theta \rangle_{L^2(I)} \) are \( \mathcal{O}(1) \)-computable.

Although not needed here, at this point we note that from \( \text{diam}(\text{supp} \theta_\lambda) \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|} \) \((11)\) and \((13)\), it follows that \( \|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^s(I)} \lesssim 2^{|\lambda|} \), and thus that

\[
\|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^s(I)} \approx 2^{|\lambda|}.
\]

**Remark 8.4.** Suppose that instead of \((13)\), the \( \theta_\lambda \) are even in \( C^r(I) \) for some \( r_t \in \mathbb{N} \) (necessarily with \( r_t \leq d_t - 2 \)), i.e., that \( \|\theta_\lambda\|_{W^r_{s,0}((0,1))} \lesssim 2^{|\lambda|/2} \) for \( s \in \{0, r_t + 1\} \). Then by subtracting a suitable polynomial of order \( r_t \) from \( \theta_\lambda^* \) in \((8.2)\), and using that \( \theta_\mu \) has \( \tilde{d}_t \geq d_t \geq r_t \) vanishing moments one shows that for \( |\lambda| \leq |\mu| \), \( \|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^s(I)}^{-1} \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|-|\mu|}|(\frac{1}{2} + r_t)|. \) Similarly, for \( |\lambda| \geq |\mu| \), using integration by parts, one obtains \( \|\theta_\lambda\|_{H^s(I)}^{-1} \int_I \theta_\lambda^* \theta_\mu \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|-|\mu|}|(\frac{1}{2} + r_t)| \) if \( t \mapsto \theta_\lambda(t)\theta_\mu(t) \) vanishes at \( \partial I \). Since the wavelets in time do not satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions, there are, however, \( \lambda, \mu \in \nabla I \), with \( |\lambda| \geq |\mu| \) for which \( t \mapsto \theta_\lambda(t)\theta_\mu(t) \) does not vanish at the boundary. For those entries \((8.2)\) cannot be improved.
8.3. $s^*$-computability of $\langle \Sigma, \Sigma \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ and $\langle [\Sigma]\ell', [\Sigma]\ell \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ and its adjoint.

We start with case (A). As shown in [SS08] Lemma 3.1, from (8.1) and (8.2), for $|\mu| \geq |\lambda|$ we have
\begin{equation}
|\langle \sigma_{\lambda}, \sigma_{\mu} \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}| \lesssim 2^{(|\lambda|-|\mu|)(\frac{2}{s}+r_x+1)},
\end{equation}
or even
\begin{equation}
|\langle \sigma_{\lambda}, \sigma_{\mu} \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}| \lesssim 2^{(|\lambda|-|\mu|)(\frac{2}{s}+\tilde{d}_x)},
\end{equation}
with (8.3) being valid when $\sigma_{\mu}$ vanishes on sing supp $\sigma_{\lambda}$ (in [SS08] it was assumed that the wavelets satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, and that (8.1) is valid for all $w \in W^k_\infty(\Omega)$ and not only for $w \in W^k_\infty(\Omega) \cap V$. Both assumptions, however, were not used for the estimates in this case). Now using that by the locality and the piecewise smoothness of the wavelets, for any $\lambda$ and $\ell \geq |\lambda|$, the number of $|\mu| = \ell$ for which (8.4) does not hold is $O(2^{(\ell-|\lambda|)(n-1)})$, it was shown that $\langle \Sigma, \Sigma \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ is $s^*$-computable with
\begin{equation}
s^* = \min(\frac{d_x}{n}, \frac{r_x+2}{n-1}).
\end{equation}
(Apply [SS08] Thms. 4.1, 6.2) with "$n" = 1; for the latter (64) is also used.) We will refer to entries for which (8.4) holds as regular entries, and to the remaining entries, for which thus only (8.3) is available, as singular entries.

From (8.2) and diam(supp $\sigma_{\lambda}) \lesssim 2^{-|\lambda|}$ (64), we have $\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V \lesssim 2^{|\lambda|m}$. From $\Sigma$ being of order $d_x \geq m$, we have $2^{|\lambda|m} \lesssim \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V$, so that
\begin{equation}
\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V \approx 2^{|\lambda|m} \text{ and } \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_{V'} \approx 2^{-|\lambda|m}.
\end{equation}
To see the latter, we use that $\Sigma$ is a normalized Riesz basis for $L_2(\Omega)$, that when renormalized in $V$ or $V'$, is a Riesz basis for both of these spaces. The dual collection $\tilde{\Sigma}$ therefore has the same properties. From this, one easily derives that $\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V \approx 1/\|\tilde{\sigma}_{\lambda}\|_{V'}$ and similarly $\|\tilde{\sigma}_{\lambda}\|_{V'} \approx 1/\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V$, so that $1 = \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_{L_2(\Omega)} \lesssim \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_{V'} \approx (\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_{V'} \|\tilde{\sigma}_{\lambda}\|_V)^{-1} \lesssim \|\tilde{\sigma}_{\lambda}\|_{L_2(\Omega)}^{-2}$, i.e.,
\begin{equation}
\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V \approx 1/\|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_{V'}.
\end{equation}
From (8.3), (8.5) and (8.6), we conclude that
\begin{equation}
\|\langle [\Sigma]\ell', [\Sigma]\ell \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}\|_{\lambda, \mu} = \frac{|\langle \sigma_{\mu}, \sigma_{\lambda} \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}|}{\|\sigma_{\mu}\|_{V'} \|\sigma_{\lambda}\|_V} \lesssim 2^{-\frac{|\lambda|-|\mu|}{s}r_x+1-m} \left(\frac{2}{s}+\tilde{d}_x\right),
\end{equation}
or
\begin{equation}
\|\langle [\Sigma]\ell', [\Sigma]\ell \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}\|_{\lambda, \mu} \lesssim 2^{-\frac{|\lambda|-|\mu|}{s}r_x+1-m} \left(\frac{2}{s}+\tilde{d}_x\right),
\end{equation}
for the singular or regular entries, respectively. The analysis from [SS08] now shows that $\langle [\Sigma]\ell', [\Sigma]\ell \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ is $s^*$-computable with
\begin{equation}
s^* = \min(\frac{d_x-m}{n}, \frac{r_x+\frac{2}{s}-m}{n-1}).
\end{equation}
In view of the requirement (7.1) on $s^*$, we conclude that for case (A) we need
\begin{equation}
\tilde{d}_x > d_x \text{ and } \frac{r_x+\frac{2}{s}-m}{n-1} \geq \frac{d_x-m}{n},
\end{equation}
with the latter reading as $\frac{d_x-m}{n} > \frac{1}{2}$ for spline wavelets ($r_x = d_x - 2$).
In case (B), for each of the $\Sigma_i$, we have
\[
|\langle \sigma_{i,\lambda}, \sigma_{i,\mu} \rangle_{L^2(\alpha_i, \beta_i)}| \lesssim 2^{-||\lambda_i|-|\mu_i||}(\frac{1}{2}+r_x+1),
\]
with the regular entries now being zero. That is, for each $\lambda_i \in \nabla_i$ and $\ell \in \mathbb{N}_0$, the number of $\mu_i \in \nabla_i$ with $|\mu_i| = \ell$ and $\langle \sigma_{i,\lambda_i}, \sigma_{i,\mu_i} \rangle_{L^2(\alpha_i, \beta_i)} \neq 0$ is bounded uniformly in $\lambda_i$ and $\ell$. Moreover, any entry can be computed exactly at unit cost. As in Section 8.2, we conclude that $\langle \Sigma_i, \Sigma_i \rangle_{L^2(\alpha_i, \beta_i)}$ is infinite-computable, and so $((\Sigma, \Sigma)_{L^2(\Omega)}) = \bigotimes_{i=1}^\infty (\Sigma_i, \Sigma_i)_{L^2(\alpha_i, \beta_i)}$.

As in (8.5), we have $\| \sigma_{i,\lambda} \|_{V_i} \approx 2^{|\lambda_i|m}$, and so (cf. (8.6)), $\| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V}^2 \approx \| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V_i}^2 \approx \sum_{i=1}^n 4^{|\lambda_i|m}$. From $\sum_{i=1}^n 4^{|\lambda_i|m} \lesssim \prod_{i=1}^n 2^{||\lambda_i|-|\mu_i||}m$, and the fact that from $r_x \geq m - 1$, it follows that $\sum_{i=1}^n 4^{|\lambda_i|m} \lesssim \| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V}^2$, and so (8.6), $\sum_{i=1}^n 4^{||\lambda_i|-|\mu_i||}m \| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V}^2 \lesssim \sum_{i=1}^n 4^{||\lambda_i|-|\mu_i||}m \| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V}^2 \lesssim \sum_{i=1}^n 4^{||\lambda_i|-|\mu_i||}m \| \sigma_{\lambda} \|_{V}^2$.

Concerning $R(\Theta, \Sigma)^*$, from (1) we have
\[
\sup_{\ell \in \mathbb{N}_0} \#\{ \lambda \in \nabla_i : |\lambda| = \ell, \theta_\lambda(0) \neq 0 \} < \infty.
\]
The trace theorem shows that
\[
|\theta_\lambda(0)| \lesssim \| \theta_\lambda \|_{L^2(\Omega)} \| \theta_\lambda \|_{H^1(\Omega)} = \sqrt{\| \theta_\lambda \|_{H^1(\Omega)}}, \quad (\lambda \in \nabla_i).
\]
Knowing that $\| \theta_\lambda \|_{H^1(\Omega)} \approx 2^{||\lambda||}$ and $\| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V} \approx \| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V_i}^{-1}$, we infer that
\[
|R_{\mu,\langle \lambda, \mu \rangle}| \lesssim \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^{||\lambda||} \| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V}^2 + 2^{||\lambda||} \| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V_i}^2}}.
\]

By defining $R_N$ by dropping all entries $R_{\mu,\langle \lambda, \mu \rangle}$ with $||\lambda|-2 \log_2(\| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V})| > N$ from row $R_{\mu,\langle \lambda, \mu \rangle}$, the number of nonzero entries per row of $R_N$ is $O(N)$, independent of the row or even of the basis $\Sigma$, where an application of the Schur lemma shows that $\| R - R_N \| \lesssim 2^{-N/2}$. We conclude that $R(\Theta, \Sigma)^*$ is infinite-computable.

Remark 8.5. The fact that $R_{\mu,\langle \lambda, \mu \rangle}$ is not small if and only if $|\lambda| \approx 2 \log_2(\| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V})$ ($\lambda \in \nabla_i, \mu \in \nabla_x$) shows how frequencies in the initial data $u(0)$ will be transported into the interior of the space-time cylinder via the application of $B^*$. Recall that $2 \log_2(\| \sigma_{\mu} \|_{V}) \approx 2m|\mu|$ in case (A), and $\approx \log_2(\sum_{\mu} 2^{2m|\mu|})$ in case (B).

8.5. $s^*$-computability of $\int I a(t, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V)dt$ and its adjoint. Let us first consider the situation that
\[
a(t, \cdot, \cdot) = a_1(t) a_2(\cdot, \cdot)
\]
with $a_1 > 0$, $a_1$ and $1/a_1$ bounded on $I$, and $a_2$ independent of $t$, bounded on $V$ (124), and coercive on $V$ with respect to $L^2(\Omega)$ (122). We have
\[
\int I a(t, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma]_V)dt = \langle a_1(\cdot) \Theta, \Theta \rangle_{L^2(\Omega)} \otimes a_2([\Sigma]_V, [\Sigma]_V),
\]
and it suffices to investigate $s^*$-computability of both factors, and that of the adjoint of $a_2([\Sigma]_V, [\Sigma]_V)$ in case it is unsymmetric.
For $a_1$ being a constant, $\langle a_1 \Theta, \Theta \rangle_{L_2(I)}$ is $\infty$-computable (cf. discussion on the computability of $\langle \Sigma, \Sigma \rangle_{L_2(\Omega)}$ in case (A)). For a non-constant, but smooth $a_1$, Thms. 4.1, 6.2] shows that $\langle a_1(\cdot) \Theta, \Theta \rangle_{L_2(I)}$ is $s^*$-computable for $s^* = \tilde{d}_i$. Since in (3.1) it was assumed that $\tilde{d}_i \geq d_i$, this value of $s^*$ suffices in view of (7.1).

Computability of $a_2([\Sigma]_{V, V})$ depends on the corresponding spatial operator at hand. If, for some $m \in \mathbb{N}$, $V = H^m_0(\Omega)$, and $a_2$ corresponds to a differential operator of order $2m$ in variational form with sufficiently smooth coefficients, then from [SS08] it can be deduced that both $a_2([\Sigma]_{V, V})$ and its adjoint are $s^*$-computable with

$$s^* = \begin{cases} \min\left(\frac{d_x + 1}{n}, \frac{\min(r_x + 1, 2m) + \frac{1}{n} - m}{n-1}\right) & \text{in case (A)}, \\ \in case (B). \end{cases}$$

Here is the place where in case (A) we have to pay for having (8.1) only for $w$ that satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, which was already announced in Remark 8.3. Without this restriction, we would have obtained $s^* = \min\left(\frac{d_x + 1}{n}, \frac{\min(r_x + 1, 2m) + \frac{1}{n} - m}{n-1}\right)$. To see this, it is sufficient to consider one term of the differential operator in variational form of type $\int_{\Omega} g \partial^{\alpha + \beta} \theta \partial^{\beta} w$ with $g$ smooth and, since lower order terms do not give additional problems, $|\alpha| = |\beta| = m$. To prove the first estimate of [SS08] Lemma 3.1, the cases $(2m = 1)\alpha + \beta \geq r_x + 1$ and $(\alpha + \beta < r_x + 1$ were distinguished. The proof in the second case is no longer valid, meaning that in the remainder of [SS08] we have to read $r_x + 1$ as $\min(r_x + 1, 2m)$.

The application of [SS08] Thms. 4.1, 6.2] now yields the above result.

Remark 8.6. Also the proof of the second estimate of [SS08] Lemma 3.1] dealing with regular entries is no longer valid when the wavelet involved on the highest level does not satisfy (8.1) for all $w \in W^k_\infty(\Omega)$. This affects, however, only matrix entries where such a wavelet touches the boundary. By treating those entries as singular entries, this fact has no consequences on the value of $s^*$.

In view of (7.1), we need

$$\tilde{d}_x > d_x - m,$$

in case (A) already being implied by (8.7), and in case (A) additionally

(8.9) $$\min\left(\frac{r_x + 1, 2m) + \frac{1}{n} - m}{n-1}\right) > \frac{d_x - m}{n}.$$  

For $m = 1$, this additional condition is only satisfied for $n = 2$ or $n = 3$, $r_x = 1$ and $d_x = 3$.

Remark 8.7. To circumvent the problems caused by the restricted kind of cancellation properties of wavelets near the boundary, one might think of considering a boundary value problem with Neumann boundary conditions, so that $V = H^m(\Omega)$. Indeed, in that case all wavelets satisfy (8.1) for all $w \in W^k_\infty(\Omega)$. Yet, now one cannot rely on integration by parts for bounding entries of the stiffness matrix corresponding to wavelets whose supports intersect each other on $\partial \Omega$. As a consequence for this case, only $s^* = \min\left(\frac{d_x}{n}, \frac{1}{n-1}\right)$ in case (A) can be demonstrated (still $s^* = \tilde{d}_x$ in case (B)). This value of $s^*$ in case (A) is never larger than $\frac{d_x - m}{n}$.

If for some $m > 0$ and an $n$-dimensional, sufficiently smooth (for $m \leq 1$ Lipschitz will suffice), closed manifold $\Gamma \subset \mathbb{R}^{n+1}$, $V = H^m(\Gamma)$, and $a_2$ corresponds to a singular integral operator of order $2m$, like the hypersingular operator, $s^*$-computability
of \( a_2(\Sigma_V, \Sigma_V) \) has been shown in [GS06b] with \( s^* = \min(\frac{\ell + m + \frac{r_x + \frac{2}{n} - 1}{n-1}}{n}, \frac{r_x + \frac{2}{n} - 1}{n-1}) \) in case (A) and sufficiently smooth \( \Gamma \). In view of (7.4), here we need \( d_x > d_x - \frac{2}{n} \) and again \( \frac{r_x + \frac{2}{n} - 1}{n-1} > \frac{d_x - m}{n} \). These conditions are already implied by (8.7).

For certain integrodifferential operators, \( s^* \)-computability in case (B) has been investigated in [Rei08].

Also for non-separable forms \( a(t, \cdot, \cdot) \), \( s^* \)-computability for a sufficiently large \( s^* \) can be valid. For some \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) and some bounded domain \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \), let \( V = H^m_0(\Omega) \) and

\[
 a(t; v, w) = \int_{\Omega} \sum_{|\alpha|, |\beta| \leq m} a_{\alpha, \beta}(t, x) \partial^\alpha_x v(t, x) \partial^\beta_x w(t, x) dx, \quad v, w \in V
\]

for bounded \( (a_{\alpha, \beta}) \) with \( \sum_{|\alpha|, |\beta| = m} a_{\alpha, \beta}(t, x) \xi^{\alpha + \beta} \geq |\xi|^{2m} \) (a.e. \( (t, x) \in I \times \Omega, \xi \in \mathbb{R}^n \)). Then (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied. For sufficiently smooth \( (a_{\alpha, \beta}) \), an application of [SS08] Thms. 4.1, 6.2] shows that \( \int_I a(t, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma_V, \Theta \otimes [\Sigma_V]) dt \) and its adjoint are \( s^* \)-computable with

\[
 s^* = \begin{cases} 
 \min(d_x, \frac{d_x - m}{n}) & \text{in case (A)}, \\
 \min(d_x, \frac{d_x}{n}) & \text{in case (B)}
 \end{cases}
\]

So we end up with the same value of \( s^* \) as in the case of having a separable form. We summarize our findings in the following theorem.

**Theorem 8.8.** Consider the parabolic problem (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) with a form \( a(\cdot, \cdot) \) corresponding to a differential or integral operator as considered in this subsection. Consider its representation \( B_u = f \) using temporal and spatial wavelet bases \( \Theta \) and \( \Sigma \) as in Section 8.1. Then for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \), the adaptive wavelet methods from [CDD02] or [CDD01], [GHS07] applied to the normal equations (1.3) with \( f \) and \( B \) as in (6.5) and (6.6), respectively, produce an approximation \( u_\varepsilon \) with

\[
 \|u - u_\varepsilon\|_{H^s(\Theta \otimes \Sigma)} \approx \|u - u_\varepsilon\|_X \leq \varepsilon.
\]

If for some \( s > 0 \), \( u \in A^s(\ell_2(\nabla x)) \), then \( \supp u_\varepsilon \leq \varepsilon^{-1/s} \|u\|^{1/s}_{A^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla x))} \).

If \( s \leq \min(d_x - 1, \frac{d_x - m}{n}) \) in case (A), \( d_x > d_x \) and again \( \frac{r_x + \frac{2}{n} - 1}{n-1} > \frac{d_x - m}{n} \), and for differential operators additionally \( \frac{m + \frac{2}{n} - 1}{n} > \frac{d_x - m}{n} \), then the number of arithmetic operations and storage locations required by one call of the space-time adaptive solver with tolerance \( \varepsilon \) is bounded by some multiple of \( \varepsilon^{-1/s} \|u\|^{1/s}_{A^\infty(\ell_2(\nabla x))} + 1. 

9. REACTION-DIFFUSION PROBLEMS IN HIGH SPACE DIMENSIONS

As we have seen, when \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) is a product domain, say \( \Omega = (0,1)^n \), and the wavelet basis is of tensor product type (i.e., case (B)), then in any case when \( u \) is sufficiently smooth, its representation \( u \in A^\infty_{\min(d_x - 1, d_x - m)} \). So the rate of best \( N \)-term approximation does not deteriorate when \( n \) increases. What is more, the class \( A^\infty_{\min(d_x - 1, d_x - m)} \) also contains the representations of functions that have very limited (Sobolev) smoothness, which is the reason to study adaptive methods in the first place.

A characterization of \( A^\infty_{\min(d_x - 1, d_x - m)} \), or of \( A^\infty_s \) for \( s \in (0, \min(d_x - 1, d_x - m)) \), in terms of Besov-like spaces, and complementary regularity theorems for the parabolic
hidden constants grow at most quadratically with $n$ for a special choice of the spatial wavelets, we will show that the aforementioned values of $n$ that the hidden constants in these statements absorbed by the three 

$s$-symbols grow exponentially with $n$, making them of very limited practical use for larger values of $n$. Indeed, for a family of second order parabolic problems, and for a special choice of the spatial wavelets, we will show that the aforementioned hidden constants grow at most quadratically with $n$, and are uniformly bounded as a function of singular perturbation parameters.

Let $V = H^1_0((0,1)^n)$, and let

$$
a(t; \eta, \zeta) = a(\eta, \zeta) = \int_{(0,1)^n} c_0 \eta \zeta + \sum_{i=1}^n c_i \partial_i \eta \partial_i \zeta
$$

with constants $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$). Equipping $V$ with energy norm $\| \cdot \| = a(\cdot, \cdot)^{1/2}$, $a$ is bounded $(1 \leq i \leq n)$ and elliptic (i.e., coercive $(12)$ with $\lambda = 0$) uniformly in $n$ as well as in $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$).

Theorem 5.1 shows that for the operator $B \in L(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}^\prime)$ defined by the corresponding parabolic problem, both $B$ and $B^{-1}$ are bounded uniformly in $n$, $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) (note that this is not necessarily true when $a$ is coercive but not elliptic, i.e., when $c_0 < 0$).

We consider the wavelet basis in space to be of the form $\Sigma = \bigotimes_{i=1}^n \Sigma_i$. In addition to the wavelet assumptions we made earlier on the $\Sigma_i$ (being local, piecewise polynomial of order $d_x$, globally $C^\infty$, having $d_x$ vanishing moments, and renormalized being a basis for $H^2(0,1)$ and $H^{-1}(0,1)$), here we assume that $\Sigma_i$ is an orthonormal basis for $L^2(0,1)$. Such bases of multi-wavelet type were constructed in [DGH96, DGG99, Go96]. Thanks to the orthonormality, from [GO95, Props. 1 and 2] one deduces that all of $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{-1}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{V}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{V^\prime}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{L_2(0,1)^n}^{-1}$ and $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{L_2((0,1)^n)}$ are uniformly bounded in $n$, $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$), whereas, otherwise, in any case some of these expressions are exponentially growing with $n$. From $(6.1)$, $(6.2)$, $(6.3)$ and $(6.4)$, we conclude that $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{-1}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{V}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{V^\prime}$, $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{L_2(0,1)^n}^{-1}$ and $\Lambda_{\Sigma}^{L_2((0,1)^n)}$, and by $(2.2)$ and $(2.3)$, thus $\|B\|$ and $\|B^{-1}\|$ are bounded uniformly in $n$, $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$).

Recalling that we solve $Bu = f$ by applying an adaptive wavelet method to the normal equations $B^*Bu = B^*f$, in view of Theorem 4.13 what is left to investigate is, for $s \leq \min(d_x - 1, d_x - 1)$, the possible dependence on $n$ and $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) of the admissibility constants $a_{B,s}$ and $a_{B^*,s}$.

With $A := a(\Sigma_{\mathcal{X}}, \Sigma_{\mathcal{Y}})$, $B$ from $(6.6)$ now reads as

$$
\left[ (\langle \Theta \rangle_{H^1(I)}^\prime, \Theta)^{L_2(I) \otimes \operatorname{Id}_x} D_1 + (\langle \Theta, \Theta \rangle_{L_2(I) \otimes \operatorname{Id}_x}) A D_2 \right] R(\Theta, \Sigma)
$$

Each column of $D_1$, $D_2$ and $R(\Theta, \Sigma)$ can be computed exactly at unit cost. The matrices $(\langle \Theta \rangle_{H^1(I)}^\prime, \Theta)^{L_2(I) \otimes \operatorname{Id}_x}$, $(\langle \Theta, \Theta \rangle_{L_2(I) \otimes \operatorname{Id}_x})$ and $R(\Theta, \Sigma)^*$ are $\infty$-computable with
computability constants independent of $\Sigma$ and the spatial operator. In [DSS08, Theorem 3.5], we show that $A$ is $\infty$-computable with computability constant satisfying
\begin{equation}
(9.2) \quad c_{A,s} \lesssim n
\end{equation}

independent of $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) and only dependent on $s \to \infty$. By Proposition 3.11, we infer that for any $s^* > 0$, $(\Theta, \Theta)_{L^2(I)} \otimes A$ is $s^*$-computable, with computability constant bounded by $c_{(\Theta, \Theta)_{L^2(I)} \otimes A,s} \lesssim n$ for $s < s^*$, with the bound only dependent on $s^* \to \infty$. Now an application of Theorem 4.10 shows that for any $s^* > 0$, $B$ and $B^*$ are $s^*$-admissible with for $s < s^*$, $a_{B,s}, a_{B^*,s} \lesssim n$ only dependent on $s \downarrow 0$ or $s^* \to \infty$. We arrive at the following.

**Theorem 9.1.** Consider the parabolic problem $\Theta$ and $\Sigma$ as in Section 8.1. Consider its representation $Bu = f$ using temporal and spatial wavelet bases $\Theta$ and $\Sigma = \bigotimes_{i=1}^n \Sigma_i$ as in Section 8.1 where the $\Sigma_i$ are $L_2$-orthonormal.

Then for any $\varepsilon > 0$, the adaptive wavelet methods from [CDD01] or [CDD02], [GHS07] applied to the normal equations (5.3) with $f$ and $B$ as in (5.4) and (5.5), respectively, produce an approximation $u_\varepsilon$ with
\begin{equation}
\|u - u_\varepsilon\|_{A \otimes X} \approx \|u - u_\varepsilon\| \leq \varepsilon
\end{equation}

uniformly in $n$ and $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$).

If for some $s > 0$, $u \in A^s_{\infty}(L_2(\nabla X))$, then supp $u_\varepsilon \lesssim \varepsilon^{-1/s}\|u\|^{1/s}_{A^s_{\infty}(L_2(\nabla X))}$, only dependent on $s$ when it tends to 0 or $\infty$, and thus uniformly in $n$ and $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$).

If, for arbitrary $s^* > 0$, it holds that $s < s^*$, then the number of operations and storage locations required by one call of the space-time adaptive algorithm with tolerance $\varepsilon > 0$ is bounded by some multiple of
\begin{equation}
(9.3) \quad \varepsilon^{-1/s_n^2}\|u\|^{1/s}_{A^s_{\infty}(L_2(\nabla X))} + 1,
\end{equation}

where this multiple is uniformly bounded in $n$ and $c_0 \geq 0$ and $c_i > 0$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) and depends only on $s \downarrow 0$ or $s^* \to \infty$.

**Remark 9.2.** Instead of (5.1), let us consider a form
\begin{equation}
\tilde{a}(t; \eta, \zeta) = \tilde{a}(\eta, \zeta) = \int_{(0,1)^n} \sum_{|\alpha|,|\beta| \leq 1} c_{\alpha,\beta} \partial^{\alpha} \eta \partial^{\beta} \zeta,
\end{equation}

such that for some absolute constants $c_1, C_1 > 0$, $|\tilde{a}(\eta, \zeta)| \leq C_1 \|\eta\| \|\zeta\|$, $c_1 \|\eta\|^2 \leq \tilde{a}(\eta, \eta)$ ($\eta, \zeta \in V$). As indicated [DSS08], if the $c_{\alpha,\beta}$ are constants, being zero when $|\alpha| = |\beta|$, then (9.2) is valid with $n$ reading as the number of nonzero coefficients $c_{\alpha,\beta}$ (being in $[n+1, n^2+1]$). For smooth, variable coefficients $c_{\alpha,\beta}$, this is also true when $s < s^*$ for some $s^* > d_2 - 1$, at least when each of these coefficients depend on a uniformly bounded number of space variables. Finally, first order terms can also be included, at the expense of the replacement of $n$ in (9.2) by some polynomially growing factor in $n$. We conclude that in all cases, Theorem 9.1 holds with $n^2$ in (9.3) reading as some polynomially growing factor in $n$.  
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1

We start the proof by noting that, w.l.o.g., we can take \( \lambda = 0 \) in (1.2). Indeed, writing \( u(t) = \hat{u}(t) e^{i \lambda t}, \) \( v_1(t) = \hat{v}_1(t) e^{-i \lambda t}, \) and \( g(t) = \hat{g}(t) e^{i \lambda t}, \) one easily verifies that \( u \) satisfies (5.4) if and only if \( \hat{u} \) solves

\[
\int_0^T \left( \frac{d}{dt} \hat{v}_1(t) \right) H + \lambda \langle \hat{u}(t), \hat{v}_1(t) \rangle_H + a(t; \hat{u}(t), \hat{v}_1(t)) dt + \langle \hat{u}(0), v_2 \rangle_H
\]

for all \( \hat{v} = (\hat{v}_1, v_2) \in \mathcal{Y}. \) A straightforward calculation shows that for \( u \neq 0 \) and with \( \hat{g} \) as defined in Theorem 5.1,

\[
\max(\sqrt{1 + 2 \lambda^2 g^4}, \sqrt{2}) \leq \| u \|_X / \| \hat{u} \|_X \leq e^{\lambda T} \max(\sqrt{1 + 2 \lambda^2 g^4}, \sqrt{2}),
\]

and

\[
1 \leq \| (g, h) \|_{\mathcal{Y}} / \| (\hat{g}, h) \|_{\mathcal{Y}} \leq e^{\lambda T},
\]

with which the influence of \( \lambda > 0 \) on the norms of \( B \) and \( B^{-1} \) can be estimated.

We proceed assuming that \( \lambda = 0. \) It is well known (see e.g. [Bab71], Thm. 3.6) that bounded invertibility of \( B \in \mathcal{L}(X, \mathcal{Y}') \) is equivalent to the following three conditions on \( b(w, v) := (Bw)(v): \)

\[
\text{(A.1)} \quad M_b := \sup_{0 \neq w \in X, 0 \neq v \in \mathcal{Y}} \frac{|b(w, v)|}{\| w \|_X \| v \|_{\mathcal{Y}}} < \infty \quad \text{(continuity)},
\]

\[
\beta := \inf_{0 \neq w \in X} \sup_{0 \neq v \in \mathcal{Y}} \left( \frac{|b(w, v)|}{\| w \|_X \| v \|_{\mathcal{Y}}} \right) > 0 \quad \text{(inf sup-condition)},
\]

\[
\text{(A.3)} \quad \forall 0 \neq v \in \mathcal{Y}, \sup_{0 \neq w \in X} |b(w, v)| > 0 \quad \text{(surjectivity)},
\]

where \( \| B \|_{X \rightarrow \mathcal{Y}'} = M_b \) and \( \| B^{-1} \|_{\mathcal{Y}' \rightarrow X} = \frac{1}{\beta}. \)

By assumption (1.1) and (5.3), we infer that

\[
\text{(A.4)} \quad |b(w, v)| \leq \sqrt{2} \max(1, M_b^2) + M_b^2 \| w \|_X \| v \|_{\mathcal{Y}}, \quad (w \in X, v \in \mathcal{Y}),
\]

proving (A.1).

The adjoint \( A(t)' : V \rightarrow \mathcal{V}' \) of \( A(t) \) satisfies \( (A(t)' \eta, \zeta)_{\mathcal{V}} = a(t; \zeta, \eta) \). From (1.1) and (1.2) with \( \lambda = 0 \), we have \( \| A(t) \|_{\mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{V}'} \leq M_b \) and \( \| (A(t))^{-1} \|_{\mathcal{V}' \rightarrow \mathcal{V}} \leq 1/\alpha \) for \( t \in (0, T) \) a.e.

We verify (A.2): Given \( 0 \neq w \in X \), we define \( z_w(t) := (A(t))^{-1} \frac{d}{dt} (t) \), and select \( v_w = (v_1, v_2) \) as \( v_1(t) = z_w(t) + w(t) \) and \( v_2 = w(0) \). From the boundedness of \( (A(t))^{-1} \) and (5.3) we then infer that

\[
\text{(A.5)} \quad \| v_w \|_{\mathcal{Y}} \leq \sqrt{2} \max(\alpha^2, 1) + M_b^2 \| w \|_X.
\]

From (1.2) and (1.1) we obtain

\[
\Re(\frac{d}{dt} (t), z_w(t))_H = \Re(\frac{d}{dt} (t), z_w(t))_H
\]

\[
= \Re a(t; z_w(t), z_w(t)) \geq \alpha \| z_w(t) \|_{\mathcal{V}}^2 \geq \frac{\alpha}{M_b^2} \| \frac{d}{dt} (t) \|_{\mathcal{V}}^2.
\]

Using \( a(t; w(t), z_w(t)) = \langle w(t), \frac{d}{dt} (t) \rangle_H \), and

\[
\frac{d}{dt} (t), w(t) \rangle_H + \langle w(t), \frac{d}{dt} (t) \rangle_H = \frac{d}{dt} \langle w(t), w(t) \rangle_H,
\]

where \( \Re \) denotes the real part of a complex number.
we arrive at
\[
\Re B(w, v_w) = \Re \int_0^T \left( \frac{d}{dt}(t), z_w(t) \right)_H + \left( \frac{d}{dt}(t), w(t) \right)_H \\
+ a(t; w(t), z_w(t)) + a(t; w(t), w(t))dt + \|w(0)\|_H^2.
\]
\[
\geq \int_0^T \frac{\alpha}{M^2} \|\frac{d}{dt}(t)\|_V^2 + \frac{d}{dt}(w(t), w(t))_H + \alpha \|w(t)\|_V^2 dt + \|w(0)\|_H^2.
\]
\[
= \int_0^T \frac{\alpha}{M^2} \|\frac{d}{dt}(t)\|_V^2 + \alpha \|w(t)\|_V^2 dt + \|w(T)\|_H^2.
\]
\[
\geq \min\left(\frac{\alpha}{M^2}, \alpha\right) \|w\|_V^2 \geq \frac{\min\left(\frac{\alpha}{M^2}, \alpha\right)}{2 \max(\alpha^{-2}, 1) + M^2} \|w\|_X \|v_w\|_Y.
\]

Since \( w \in \mathcal{X} \) was arbitrary, we obtain (A.2) with
\[
\beta \geq \frac{\min\left(\frac{\alpha}{M^2}, \alpha\right)}{2 \max(\alpha^{-2}, 1) + M^2}.
\]

To prove (A.3), let \( \{\phi_i : i \in \mathbb{N}\} \) be a basis for \( V \) and let \( \text{span}\{\phi_i : i = 1, ..., n\} \) be denoted as \( V_n \). Given \( 0 \neq (v_1, v_2) \in \mathcal{Y} = L_2(0, T; V) \times H \) and \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), we seek \( z_n(t) = \sum_{i=1}^n z_i^{(n)}(t)\phi_i \) such that
\[
\begin{cases}
\left( \frac{d}{dt}(t), \zeta_n(t) \right)_H + a(t; z_n(t), \zeta_n) = a(t; v_1(t), \zeta_n), \\
z_n(0) = \sum_{i=1}^n v_2,i, \phi_i,
\end{cases}
\]
for all \( \zeta_n \in V_n \) and \( t \in [0, T] \) a.e., where \( \sum_{i=1}^n v_2,i, \phi_i \rightarrow v_2 \) in \( H \) for \( n \rightarrow \infty \).

Problem (A.7) can be written as
\[
\begin{cases}
[M^{(n)}]_{n,j} = \langle \phi_j, \phi_i \rangle_H, [A^{(n)}(t)]_{n,j} = a(t; \phi_j, \phi_i), [f^{(n)}(t)]_i = a(t; v_1(t), \phi_i), \\
z^{(n)}(0) = v_2^{(n)},
\end{cases}
\]
where
\[
[M^{(n)}]_{i,j} = \langle \phi_j, \phi_i \rangle_H, [A^{(n)}(t)]_{i,j} = a(t; \phi_j, \phi_i), [f^{(n)}(t)]_i = a(t; v_1(t), \phi_i).
\]
This system of linear ODE’s has a unique solution \( z_n \in C([0, T]; V_n) \), with \( \frac{d}{dt}z_n \in L_2(0, T; V_n) \).

Next, we show that the sequence \( (z_n)_n \) is bounded in \( L_2(0, T; V) \). By substituting \( \zeta_n = z_n \in \{A.7\} \), integrating over \( t \) and taking real parts, we obtain
\[
\Re \int_0^T \left( \frac{d}{dt}(t), z_n(t) \right)_H + a(t; z_n(t), z_n(t)) dt = \Re \int_0^T a(t; v_1(t), z_n(t)) dt,
\]
or
\[
\|z_n(T)\|_H^2 + 2\Re \int_0^T a(t; z_n(t), z_n(t)) dt = \|z_n(0)\|_H^2 + 2\Re \int_0^T a(t; v_1(t), z_n(t)) dt.
\]
We may assume that \( \|z_n(0)\|_H \leq 2\|v_2\|_H \). Invoking (1.2) with \( \lambda = 0 \) and (1.4), we infer that, for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \),
\[
2\alpha \int_0^T \|z_n(t)\|_V^2 dt \leq 2\|v_2\|_H^2 + 2M_a \int_0^T \|v_1(t)\|_V \|z_n(t)\|_V dt
\]
\[
\leq 2\|v_2\|_H^2 + M_a \left[ \varepsilon \int_0^T \|z_n(t)\|_V^2 dt + \varepsilon^{-1} \int_0^T \|v_1(t)\|_V^2 dt \right].
\]
By choosing $\varepsilon = \alpha/M_A$, we arrive at
\begin{equation}
(A.8) \quad \|z_n\|_{L^2(0,T;V)}^2 \leq \frac{2}{\alpha} \|v_2\|^2_H + \frac{M^2}{\alpha^2} \|v_1\|_{L^2(0,T;V)}^2.
\end{equation}

For any $1 \leq i \leq n$, $\theta \in C^1([0,T])$ with $\theta(T) = 0$, (A.7) shows that
\begin{equation}
(A.9) \quad \int_0^T \langle \frac{d}{dt} (t, \phi_i) \rangle_H (t) \theta(t) dt = \int_0^T a(t; v_1(t) - z_n(t), \phi_i) \theta(t) dt,
\end{equation}
and so, by integration by parts,
\begin{equation}
(A.10) \quad \int_0^T \langle z_n(t), \phi_i \rangle_H \theta'(t) dt = \langle z_n(0), \phi_i \rangle_H \theta(0) + \int_0^T a(t; v_1(t) - z_n(t), \phi_i) \theta(t) dt.
\end{equation}

The boundedness of the sequence $(z_n)_n$ in the Hilbert space $L^2(0,T;V)$ implies that it has a subsequence that converges weakly to some $z \in L^2(0,T;V)$. Denoting this subsequence again as $(z_n)_n$, and taking limits in (A.9), we arrive at
\begin{equation}
(A.11) \quad \frac{d}{dt} (\theta(t), \phi_i)_H = \langle \int_0^T A(t)(v_1(t) - z(t)) \theta(t) dt, \phi_i \rangle_H
\end{equation}
or
\begin{equation}
\frac{d}{dt} = A(\cdot)(v_1 - z) \in D'(\mathcal{X}; V').
\end{equation}

Since $v_1 - z \in L^2(0,T;V)$, and $A(\cdot) : L^2(0,T;V) \to L^2(0,T;V')$ is bounded, we conclude that $\frac{d}{dt} \in L^2(0,T;V')$, and thus $z \in \mathcal{X}$. As a consequence, by integration by parts, in (A.10) we may replace $\int_0^T \langle z(t), \phi_i \rangle_H \theta'(t) dt$ by $\int_0^T \langle \frac{d}{dt} (t, \phi_i) \rangle_H \theta(t) dt + \langle z(0), \phi_i \rangle_H \theta(0)$, and from (A.11) we conclude that $z(0) = v_2$. Since $D([0,T]) \otimes V$ is dense in $L^2(0,T;V)$, again (A.11) shows that
\begin{equation}
b(z, w) = \int_0^T a(t, v_1(t), w_1(t)) dt + \langle v_2, w_2 \rangle_H \forall w = (w_1, w_2) \in \mathcal{Y}.
\end{equation}

Substituting $w = (v_1, v_2)$, we conclude (A.3) which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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